Certification of Scientific Data Repositories – the why, the how and the when
(Introductory words and final remarks by Claudia Bauzer Medeiros, member of the FAPESP program eScience and Data Science, member of the Brazilian Academy of Sciences, and of the RDA and WDS Councils and professor of Computer Science, University of Campinas, Brazil)
Send comments and questions to escience@fapesp.br
FAPESP does not require deposit on certified repositories

Certification requires good data management practices
FAPESP does not require deposit on certified repositories

There are many kinds of repository certification

Certification fosters TRUST
WHY

09:00 am  Welcome words and expectatives – Claudia Bauzer Medeiros
09:15 am  Why Trustworthy Data Repositories – Rorie Edmunds
09:35 am  TRUST Principles and Core TrustSeal – Dawei Lin
09:55 am  CoreTrustSeal Requirements & Certification Process – Jon Crabtree
10:25 am  Questions & Answers – Moderator: Claudia Bauzer Medeiros
10:55 am  CoreTrustSeal and FAIR – Ingrid Dillo
11:10 am  How to Make and Check if Your Data are FAIR – Mustapha Mokrane
11:30 am  Questions & Answers – Moderator: Claudia Bauzer Medeiros
11:50 am  Wrap-up and WDS-ECR Network – Rorie Edmunds / Maja Dolinar
12:00 am  End of the Second Latin America and Caribbean Scientific Data Management Workshop
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https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/forecasting-costs-for-preserving-archiving-and-promoting-access-to-biomedical-data

Thank you for participating live, and watching the video